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Role of bulk and of interface contacts in the behavior of lattice model dimeric proteins
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Some dimeric proteins first fold and then dimerize~three-state dimers! while others first dimerize and then
fold ~two-state dimers!. Within the framework of a minimal lattice model, we can distinguish between se-
quences following one or the other mechanism on the basis of the distribution of the ground state energy
between bulk and interface contacts. The topology of contacts is very different for the bulk than for the
interface: while the bulk displays a rich network of interactions, the dimer interface is built up of a set of
essentially independent contacts. Consequently, the two sets of interactions play very different roles both, in
the folding and in the evolutionary history of the protein. Three-state dimers, where a large fraction of energy
is concentrated in few contacts buried in the bulk, and where the relative contact energy of interface contacts
is considerably smaller than that associated with bulk contacts, fold according to a hierarchical pathway
controlled by local elementary structures, as also happens in the folding of single-domain monomeric proteins.
On the other hand, two-state dimers display a relative contact energy of interface contacts, which is larger than
the corresponding quantity associated with the bulk. In this case, the assembly of the interface stabilizes the
system and leads the two chains to fold. The specific properties of three-state dimers acquired through evolu-
tion are expected to be more robust than those of two-state dimers; a fact that has consequences on proteins
connected with viral diseases.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.051909 PACS number~s!: 87.15.Cc
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dimers are a rather common structure adopted by prot
to perform their biological activity. They are proteins who
native conformation is a globule build out of two disjoi
chains. In particular, homodimers are dimers composed
two identical sequences.

The importance of the study of the evolutionary propert
of homodimers is connected with the fact that enzymes
this type produced by viral agents~e.g., HIV-1-protease! are
able to display very fast evolutionary patterns to escape f
the pressure exerted by the immune system and by dr
The knowledge of the evolutionary properties of dimers c
thus be of help in designing a strategy to deal with the as
ciated diseases.

Some of the known homodimers, such asE. Coli Trp
repressor@1#, fold according to a three-state mechanis
where first the denaturated chains of the monomers ass
conformations rich of native structures independently of e
other, and subsequently the two parts come together to f
the dimer. A different behavior is displayed by, for examp
P22 Arc Repressor, whose chains dimerize without popu
ing any monomeric nativelike intermediate~two-state pro-
cess!. In this case one can only detect the unfolded mo
mers and the native dimers@2#. A class by itself is composed
by dimers that have evolved by swapping entire domains
each monomer~‘‘domain swapping dimers,’’ Ref.@3#! so that
a segment of a monomer is replaced by the same segme
the other monomer.

Making use of a simple model of protein folding, it ha
been previously shown@4# that the folding of dimeric pro-
teins is, to a large extent, controlled by their ground st
energy, as already found for monomeric proteins. In the c
1063-651X/2003/67~5!/051909~9!/$20.00 67 0519
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of monomers, good folders are those sequences that disp
low energy in the native state~i.e., an energy below a thresh
old Ec , quantity determined mainly by the length of th
chain and by the statistical properties of the interaction m
trix @5,6#!. This is also found to be true for dimeric se
quences. Moreover, in this case, one can distinguish betw
two- and three-state dimers by studying how the relative c
tact energy@7# is distributed between the bulk~i.e., the inter-
actions between residues belonging to the same mono
divided by the corresponding number of contacts! and the
interface~i.e., the interactions between residues belonging
different monomers divided by the number of interface co
tacts!.

From the evolutionary point of view, it is possible to ob
tain one or the other behavior concentrating the evolution
pressure either on the bulk or on the interface amino acid
the evolutionary pressure, and consequently the stabiliza
energy per contact, is concentrated on the bulk, the di
displays a three-state folding mechanism. The resulting
havior is, in this case, similar to that displayed by mon
meric chains, where local elementary structures~LES!,
formed and stabilized at early stages of the folding proce
essentially control the folding process. The assembly of
LES into the folding nucleus allows the chain to overcom
the main free energy barrier in the path towards the mo
meric native state@6#. For three-state dimers there is an a
ditional step in the folding hierarchy, corresponding to t
assembly of the twofolded monomers into the native dim
On the other hand, if the overall relative contact energy
low but the relative energetic balance favors the interfa
contacts, a two-state dimerization process takes place, w
first the interface is built and then the other residues f
around it. In this case a larger number of residues, than in
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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TIANA, PROVASI, AND BROGLIA PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 051909 ~2003!
case of three-state dimers, are involved in the folding p
cess; essentially all these belong to the interface, rather
just few, highly conserved, strongly interacting, residues
in the case of three-state folders.

The two cases, however, are not symmetric. The bulk
the two dimers contains a rich network of interactions, wh
the interface is kept together by bonds that are, to a la
extent, independent on each other. This topological dif
ence gives rise to different evolutionary properties for
residues at the interface with respect to those buried in
the monomers. The evolutionary features of model dim
can be compared with those of real dimers through the an
sis of the conservation patterns in families of analogous p
teins.

The model we use to study homodimers is largely e
ployed in the literature@5,8,9# because, in spite of the sim
plifications introduced in the description of the protein so
to make the calculations feasible, it still contains the t
main ingredients which form the base of the distinctive pro
erties of proteins: polymeric structure and disordered in
actions among the amino acids@10#. According to this
model, a protein is a chain of beads on a cubic lattice, e
bead representing an amino acid that interacts with its n
est neighbors through a contact energy as described in
@11# ~for details about the model see, e.g., Refs.@5,12#!.

The lattice model has been shown to be qualitatively
agreement with the experimental data in describing a la
number of thermodynamical, kinetical, and evolutionary fe
tures of monomeric proteins~see, e.g., the reviews@13,14#!,
while it neglects the structural details of the protein cha
On the other hand, a more realistic model describing at f
atomic or partially full-atomic level the protein would be to
demanding computationally in order to collect enough sta
tics of the folding process of a dimer@15#. Anyway, the pur-
pose of the present work is to extend the results found w
minimal models from monomeric to dimeric proteins and
gain insight into the general mechanism of folding, rath
than to describe the folding of some specific protein.

II. SELECTING FOLDING SEQUENCES
BY REPRODUCING EVOLUTION

In the case of monomeric sequences, the canonical
semble associated with the space of sequences for a
native conformation has been proved useful@19# in selecting
proteins with given thermodynamical and kinetical prop
ties, due to the fact that these properties are essentially
termined by the native~ground state! energy. In this context
the energy of a sequence is controlled by an ‘‘evolutiona
temperaturet, in such a way that the probability of selectin
a sequence with energyE is proportional to exp(2E/t). t is
an intensive variable that plays the role of temperature
gives the degree of bias towards low-energy sequence
the evolutionary context,t has the meaning of selective pre
sure with respect to the ability of the protein to fold@20#. In
particular, for values oft lower than temperaturetc

[(]S/]EuE5Ec
)21, the average energy of the selected

quences is lower thanEc , which is the energy that separat
sequences with a unique and stable native conformation
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is able to find it rapidly from random heteropolymers, whi
undergo a lengthy and nonunique compaction process@6,19#.

In the case of homodimers, we want not only to dist
guish good folders from bad folders, but also want to se
rate those displaying a two-state folding mechanism fr
those displaying a three-state folding mechanism. This
done by controlling separately the energyE1 associated with
the interaction of amino acids belonging to the same mo
mer and the energyEt associated with the interaction o
amino acids belonging to different monomers. According
we select sequences$s% with probability

p~$s%!5
1

Z
expS 2

H1

t1
2

Ht

t t
D , ~1!

whereH1 andHt are, respectively, the bulk and the interfa
energy of the sequence on the chosen native conforma
and Z5($s%exp(2H1 /t12Ht /tt) is the normalization con-
stant. Parameterst1 andt t are intensive variables that giv
the degree of evolutionary pressure on the bulk and on
interface.

The nonequilibrium distributionp($s%) of Eq. ~1! is the
stationary distribution that maximizes the Shannon entro
of the system at the given values of the average bulk
interface energies. In other words, we are interested i
distribution that does not depend on time and that does
give all microscopic details of the system~i.e., minimizing
the information, that is maximizing the entropy!, except for
the two average energies over which we want to have c
trol. Of course, if the two average energies are set to differ
values, this is a nonequilibrium distribution, implying th
each of the two parts of the system is in contact with its o
thermal bath.

Anyway, it is possible to describe the system in a way t
is formally similar to that of the equilibrium canonical en
semble. If we callp a generic distribution of states of th
system, we can define the average energy functionalE1@p#
5(H1p and Et@p#5(Htp of the two parts of the system
and the entropy functionalS@p#52(p ln p, which indicates
the information we have about the system.

Among all possible distributionsp, we are interested in
the stationary distributionp* that minimizes the information
~maximizingS) at fixed values of the average energyE1@p#
andEt@p#; values that we callE1* andEt* , respectively. In
keeping also with the constraint(p51, one minimizes the
functional

S@p#2a~E1@p#2E1* !2b~Et@p#2Et* !

2~ ln Z11!S ( p21D , ~2!

wherea, b, andl are the Lagrange multipliers that fix th
value of the average energies and of the normalization fac
respectively. Setting the derivative of this functional to ze
gives the required expression for the stationary probabi
that is,
9-2
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ROLE OF BULK AND OF INTERFACE CONTACTS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 051909 ~2003!
p* 5
1

Z
exp~2aH12bHt!, ~3!

where the evaluation of the Lagrange multipliers givesZ
5(exp(2aH12bHt), which has the form of a partition
function, and

]S

]E1
U

E
1*
5a;

]S

]Et
U

E
t*
5b. ~4!

In parallel with equilibrium thermodynamics, we call ‘‘tem
perature’’ the inverse of the two Lagrange multipliers,t1
5a21 and t t5b21. The simultaneous action of the tw
evolutionary temperatures induces, in the design of dimer
selective bias towards sequences displaying a conspic
low energy in the native conformation, in a similar way th
a single evolutionary temperature does in the case of
design of single-domain monomeric proteins@6#. Lowering
t1 or t t increases the pressure set in the bulk or on
interface, respectively.

To implement this procedure, we use a multicanoni
technique@21,22# in the space of sequences, for a fix
dimeric native conformation. First, we select a target conf
mation built of two identical parts~in the present case eac
being a 36-mer! having a face in contact, in such a way th
the overall structure is symmetrical with respect to the int
face @23# as, e.g., in Fig. 1~a!, choosing a realistic ratio
among the different kinds of amino acids@24#. We swap
amino acids, thus keeping the ‘‘wild-type’’ concentratio
fixed; accepting or rejecting the swap with the help of
multicanonical algorithm. In this way one can select a
~composed typically of 104 elements! of evolutionary uncor-

FIG. 1. ~a! The native conformation used in the present cal
lations.~b! The rich network of 40 contacts formed by the residu
belonging to one of the monomers displayed in~a!. ~c! The 12
contacts between the two monomers.
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related sequences$s% corresponding to a given pair of value
t1 and t t , all designed under similar evolutionary cond
tions.

III. PROPERTIES OF THE SPACE OF SEQUENCES

The dynamical simulation of the folding process of s
quences selected at different values oft1 andt t produces the
phase diagram displayed in Fig. 2, testifying to the fact t
the folding properties of a sequence depend on its gro
state energy. One can identify four areas in the phase
gram, corresponding, respectively, to a two- or to a thr
state folding behavior and to two different kinds of aggreg
tions: specific~i.e., depending on certain contacts! or not
~i.e., a random collapse!.

The kinetic properties of the selected sequence have b
analyzed by means of Monte Carlo~MC! dynamical simula-
tions using the standard move set~composed of head or tail
corner flip, and crankshaft moves!, which has been shown to
reproduce well the dynamics of a polymer chain~cf. Ref.
@25# and Appendix B of Ref.@4#!. For each sequence, 2
simulations of 603106 MC steps have been performed
constant temperature. The procedure has been repeat
three different temperatures (T50.24, T50.28, and T
50.32, in the units of the interaction matrix@11#, in the
neighborhood of the folding temperature, cf. Ref.@4#!. The
two- and three-state characters of a given sequence
been studied by inspecting the similarity of the bulk and
the interface to the native conformation when the interfa
and the bulk, respectively, are formed. For more details ab
the folding procedures see Ref.@4#.

-
s

FIG. 2. Dynamical phase diagram of dimeric sequences sele
at different values of the evolutionary temperaturest1 andt t . Solid
squares indicate two-state folding sequences; solid triangles
cate three-state folding sequences; empty symbols label seque
that display specific~diamonds! and unspecific~circles! aggrega-
tion. The solid curve corresponds to the loci of the set of values
(t1 ,t t) associated with the total energyEc , while dashed curves
limit the area outside which the specific heat associated with ei
the volume or the interface degrees of freedom is negative.
9-3
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Sequences selected at very low@26# values oft1 and t t
fold according to a two-state mechanism; first dimerizi
and then folding to their dimeric native state. Sequences
lowing this behavior are indicated with solid squares in F
2. Rising t t produces sequences that fold according to
three-state mechanism; first folding to the monomeric na
state and then dimerizing~solid triangles!. Leaving fixedt t,
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we find that the upper limit oft1 still leading to designed
sequences folding according to any of these two paradig
corresponds to that value for which total energy 2E11Et
5Ec ('235. Throughout this paper, energy is given
units of the interaction matrix @11#, i.e., RTroom
50.6 kcal/mol). Examples of sequences folding accord
to the two mechanisms are
S1[VLNLGNFVGGHCRYDMEASLWTAKPKPTIRISEADQ~two-state!,

S3[NTKPVERNCTRVIDGDFALYSGAGSMKLQEHLWPIA~three-state!,

whose energies areEdesigned (52E11Et)5236.1 (E15215.50,Et525.11) and Edesigned5236.8 (E15216.47,Et
523.89), respectively.

Keepingt t low and increasingt1 ~so as to meet the curve associated withEc) leads to sequences that aggregate~empty
diamonds in Fig. 2!. An example of such sequences is provided by

S5[CGNLVNGHVFGLASMKPRPSDIQWTREAIODYELTA~aggregation!,
he
ts.
ze

e
n-

ulk

ion
n
he
er

ft to
with Edesigned5235.0 (E15214.95,Et525.11).
Aggregation takes place because the interface beco

too reactive with respect to the bulk. For evolutionary te
peratures outside the area defined by the ordinate (t150)
andEc ~solid curve in Fig. 2!, the equilibrium state is, at an
temperature, either a disordered clump made up of the
chains, or a state where the two chains are separated
unfolded, depending on their concentration~cf. Sec. V!.

The central role played by the relative contact energy
sociated with the bulk and with the interface can be asse
from Fig. 3. Due to the fact that typical homodimers displ
more bulk contacts than interface contacts@e.g., in the case
under discussion these are 80 and 12, respectively, cf. F
1~b! and 1~c!, respectively#, it is not very useful to compare
the total values 2E1 and Et , but rather the average value
e152E1 /~No. of bulk contacts!, e t5Et /~No. of interface
contacts!, edesigned5Edesigned/~total No. of contacts!, and
ec5Ec /~total No. of contacts!.

Figure 3 suggests that providededesigned,ec , the system
folds. It folds as a three-state dimer ife1,e t , and as a two-
state dimer ife1.e t . It is, furthermore, shown~cf. heavy
continuous line! that two-state dimers are less stable th
three-state dimers@edesigned(3-state),edesigned(2-state)#,
which in turn are again less stable than the monom
@e(S36),edesigned(32state)# which folds to the native con
formation corresponding to one of the two identical halv
that build the dimer@cf. Fig. 1~a!#.

Since the folding properties of homodimeric sequen
depend on their conformational ground state energy, i
interesting to study the energy landscape of the spac
sequences for a given conformation—space that is res
sible for the evolution of the corresponding dimer. For th
purpose, we have calculated the entropy as a function of
bulk energyE1 and of the interface energyEt in the space of
sequences, making use of a multicanonical algorit
@21,22#, keeping fixed the conformation of Fig. 1. The resu
es
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are displayed in Fig. 4. Also displayed in this figure are t
absolute minima for the bulk and for the interface contac

As already seen from Fig. 3, it is not possible to optimi
the bulk and interface at the same time. In fact, loweringe t is
done at the expenses ofe1 and vice versa. Furthermore, th
results displayed in Fig. 4 indicate that the condition of e

FIG. 3. Average energy per contact associated with the b
(2E1/80), with the interface (Et/12), and with the energy of the
two identical designed monomers in the native conformat
Edesig/925(2E11Et)/92 of the dimer whose native conformatio
is shown in Fig. 1~a!. Also shown are the results associated with t
isolated monomerS36. Also reported is the average energy p
contact associated with the threshold energyEc associated with
both the dimer (5235) and the monomer (S36, Ec5214.5). We
display in parentheses the differential variation~in percent! of the
quantities associated with two consecutive sequences from le
right.
9-4
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ROLE OF BULK AND OF INTERFACE CONTACTS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 051909 ~2003!
ergy minimum for the bulk energy (E1
min5217.1) implies

that the interface energy is quite far from its minimum (Et
523.4). Vice versa, the minimum of the interface ener
Et

min525.11 is associated with a bulk energyE15216.2.
In keeping with this result, it is seen that small changes inE1
are correlated with large variations inEt , but not vice versa.
In fact, a 2.5% change inE1 is correlated with a 30% chang
in Et , much larger than the ratio between the number of b
and interface contacts ('7). In other words, bulk contact
play a central role in the design of both three-step as wel
two-step folding dimers, as testified by the fact that in bo
casese1,ec , a condition not required to be fulfilled bye t .

The exclusion relation observed between a simultane
low value ofE1 and ofEt results in negative specific hea
C1t[]E1 /]t t andCt1[]Et /]t1 at low values oft t andt1,
respectively, as testified by the decrease in the energy
increasing the temperature@cf. Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#. The re-
gions of the (t1 ,t t) plane corresponding to negative speci
heatsC1t andCt1 are delimited by dashed curves in Fig.
Two-state folding sequences lie across theC1t50 line,
meaning that a low value oft t is not enough to guarantee
two-state folding character; alsoe1 has to be low~cf. Fig. 3!.
Note thatC1t50 implies thatE1 is a minimum as a function
of t t . In fact, sequences that are in the low-t t region but are
in the negative-C1t region aggregate~empty diamonds in
Fig. 2!, since the associated values ofE1 are high~cf. Fig. 3,
sequenceS5!. On the other hand, three-state folders are qu
insensitive to the value ofEt and consequently can be foun
equally well on both sides of the line corresponding toCt1
50 ~i.e. alsoe t.ec in Fig. 3 and solid triangles in Fig. 2!.

Another interesting feature of the space of dimeric
quences is that bulk energyE1 depends strongly ont1 ~spe-
cific heatC11[]E1 /]t1 ranging from 2 to 10) but weakly
on t t ; derivativeC1t being approximately a constant aroun
0.2 ~except, of course, in the low tail oft t where C1t is
negative!. This can also be seen in Fig. 3 from the fact tha

FIG. 4. The entropy of the space of sequences as a functio
E1 andEt . The lowest energy states with respect toE1 andEt are
indicated. The isoentropic curves that separate the gray levels
respond to variations in the entropy of 20~in the same dimension
less units used also for the energy!. The darker areas correspond
lower values of the entropy.
05190
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30% change ine t ~in going from sequenceS3 to sequence
S1! is related to a modest change ine1. On the other hand
the interface energyEt , although depending strongly only o
t t , is more sensitive to both evolutionary temperatures, a
clear from the fact thatCtt[]Et /]t t ranges from 2 to 7.5,
while Ct1 ranges from 1 to 2~except in the low tail oft1).

Summing up, bulk contacts play a leading role in det
mining the thermodynamical properties of the designed
quence. This is not only because there are more bulk~40!
than interface~12! contacts. In fact, the specific heatper
contact is C11/40'0.2 for the bulk andCtt/12'0.8 for the
interface. Consequently, each interface contact is more
sitive to the evolutive pressure~i.e., the evolutive tempera
ture! exerted on it than a bulk contact, not because they
less but because of their different topology~see the following
Section!.

Moreover, a relation similar to the fluctuation-dissipatio
theorem holds:

^e1
2&2^e1&

25t1
2C11/40,

^e t
2&2^e t&

25t t
2Ctt/12, ~5!

of

or-

FIG. 5. The average energyE1 ~a! andEt ~b! as functions oft1

andt t .
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TIANA, PROVASI, AND BROGLIA PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 051909 ~2003!
which links the energy fluctuations~left hand side! to the
specific heat~right hand side!. This is a consequence of th
fact that the distribution probability~1! is separable inE1
andEt . Consequently, for values oft1 andt t similar and in
keeping thatCtt/12.C11/40, one can conclude that each i
terface contact fluctuates more than a bulk contact.

Let us conclude this section by noting that the monom
monomer interface of dimers sometimes is not flat as
played in Fig. 1 and may show some structural interpene
tion in its native state~cf., for example, the case of P22 Ar
repressor!. Thus, to test the generality of our results, we ha
optimized, to various degrees, sequences on the two con
mations displayed in Fig. 6 and have studied their fold
properties. These conformations display a complicated, n
flat interface~compatible with the lattice model! and, more-
over, a different ratio between the bulk and interface conta
than the conformation studied previously. The results
listed in Table I and, although not constituting an exhaust
sampling of sequence space as those associated with the
formation shown in Fig. 1, are in overall agreement with t
findings displayed in Fig. 2. On the basis of these results,
find the fact that even dimers with a nonflat interfac

FIG. 6. Two dimeric native structures used in the present ca
lations, whose interfaces have some degree of intertwining.

TABLE I. The result of dynamical simulations performed wi
sequences optimized at evolutionary temperaturest1 andt t on the
conformations displayed in Fig. 6. In the first column, we indica
whether the results refer to conformation~a! or ~b! of this figure.
The fourth and fifth columns display the bulk and the interfa
energies of the native state, respectively. The last column indic
the kind of dynamics observed from MC simulations~see text!.

Conformation t1 t t E1 Et Kinetics

~a! 0.01 0.01 211.04 29.47 2-state
~a! 0.01 0.02 211.12 28.69 2-state
~a! 0.01 0.10 213.37 24.23 3-state
~a! 0.10 0.10 212.18 22.08 3-state
~a! 0.10 0.01 27.86 210.39 Aggreg
~b! 0.01 0.01 217.02 219.26 2-state
~b! 0.01 0.10 222.48 27.28 3-state
~b! 0.10 0.01 213.13 221.62 Aggreg
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display a marked difference between the bulk, built out o
complicated network of contacts, and the interface, wh
this feature is essentially absent~see the following section!.

IV. CONSEQUENCES OF THE DIFFERENT TOPOLOGY
OF BULK AND INTERFACE CONTACTS

The two main properties the space of sequences
dimeric proteins display are as follows:~a! It is not possible
to optimize both the bulk and the interface contacts at
same time and~b! the thermodynamical quantities characte
izing the designed sequences are more sensitive to the
lutionary pressure associated witht1 ~bulk! than to that as-
sociated witht t ~interface!.

Property~a! is typical of all systems with disordered in
teractions. As in spin glasses, the disorder of the matrix
ments makes it impossible to optimize all parts of the syst
at the same time~cf., e.g.,@10,27#!. This also happens in the
case of monomeric, single-domain proteins, although
does not, as a rule, discriminate between the different c
tacts, imposing the same selective pressure~i.e., evolutionary
temperature! on all the residues.

The asymmetry between the behavior of the bulk and
the interface is due not only to the fact that there are m
bulk than interface contacts, but also because the topolog
such contacts is very different. In fact, the bulk is a thre
dimensional system, composed of a rich network of interc
nections@cf. Fig. 1~b!#, so that a residue can be correlat
with other residues leading to long range order. On the ot
hand, the interface is composed of contacts that are es
tially independent of each other, although they are not in
pendent of the bulk contacts@cf. Fig. 1~c!#. This implies that,
in principle, it is easier for an interface contact to be at a l
energy than for a bulk contact, in keeping with the fact tha
is easier to optimize an uncorrelated system than a correl
one. But it also means that the interface is less stable then
bulk, the associated native contact energies displaying m
stronger variations than that associated with bulk contac

The basic difference existing between the bulk and int
face contacts can be further clarified by comparing the th
modynamics of a typical lattice model protein~in this case a
36-mer! and a system composed of the same number of c
tacts, but placed, in the lattice, independently of each ot
@28#. In Fig. 7 is displayed the average energy for the prot
contacts and for the independent contact system~solid and
dashed curves, respectively!. The average energy, sum of un
correlated contributions, can reach an average value tha
at any design temperature~evolutionary pressure!, lower
than the energy of the bulk. The shape of the energy func
is well described by the predictions of the random ene
model@28#, i.e.,^E&;2T21 ~dotted curve in Fig. 7!. On the
other hand, the specific heat of the independent contact
tem ~i.e. the slope of the dashed curve! is always larger than
that of the bulk, indicating that the fluctuations in the ind
pendent bond system, which, through the fluctuatio
dissipation theorem, are proportional to the specific heat,
larger than in the bulk. In other words, independent conta
can reach lower energies, but are more unstable than co
lated contacts.
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The different thermodynamics associated with the int
face and with bulk contacts is also reflected by the differ
conservation patterns for the amino acids lying on the in
face and in the bulk. Because three-state dimers concen
their energy in the highly interconnected bulk, they displa
conservation pattern typical of monomeric proteins in wh
few sites are highly conserved while the remaining sites
mutate more freely@12#. If one calculates for each site it
sequence entropyS( i )52(s51

20 pi(s)ln pi(s), wherepi(s)
is the probability to find the amino acid of kinds in the i th

FIG. 8. The distributionP(S) of entropy per site, calculated fo
~a! sequence 1~two-state dimer!, ~b! sequenceS3 ~three-state
dimer!, ~c! sequenceS5 ~aggregation!, and~d! sequenceS36 ~mono-
mer @12#!.

FIG. 7. The average energy as a function of evolutionary te
perature for a monomeric model protein of length 36~cf. Ref. @6#,
solid line! and for a system of 36 independent bonds~dashed line!.
The monomeric protein displays the random energy behavior^E&
;t21 at high evolutionary temperature and a linear behavioral
temperature, while the independent bond system displays an al
perfect random energy behavior~dotted line!.
05190
r-
t

r-
ate
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site, then the resulting distribution ofS( i ) displays a low-S
tail @cf. Fig. 8~b!#.

On the contrary, in the case of two-state dimers, energ
concentrated on the interface. Since the interface contact
independent on each other, none of them is privileged,
that the degree of conservation is more uniformly distribu
among a large number of amino acids than before. The
sulting distribution ofS( i ) is shown in Fig. 8~a! and displays
a sharper behavior than that associated with three-s
dimers. The shapes of the two distributions agree with th
found from the comparison of the sequences of real prote
~see Ref.@4#!. Note that real proteins also show conservati
due to functional purposes, a fact that is absent in the mo
proteins ~which are selected only for their folding prope
ties!. Furthermore, the distributions of entropy we found a
in overall agreement with the findings by Grishin and Ph
lips, who analyze the conservation of residues on the sur
of five two-state dimeric enzymes and find no sign of a
larger conservation on the interface than in the bulk@29#.

The different topologies also imply that while the stabi
zation energy of three-state dimers is concentrated in
sites buried in the bulk and a mutation of one of these ‘‘ho
sites causes misfolding of the protein@12#, in two-state
dimers the energy is distributed more evenly on the interfa
so that its sites are more tolerant to mutations. This allo
two-state dimers to build active sites on the interface,
which purpose the protein has to mutate stabilizing resid
with residues that perform other biological tasks.

V. FOLDING AND AGGREGATION

The folding mechanism of three-state homodimers
within the lattice model, essentially the same as that of m
nomeric proteins, with the additional association step. Fi
LES are stabilized by strongly interacting residues, which
close along the chain~the conserved residues discuss
above!. When the LES assemble together to form the foldi
nucleus, the protein folds to its monomeric native st
@6,30#. The time limiting step is the association of the tw
monomers into the dimers, which is controlled both by t
diffusion constant and by the stability of the interface.

The behavior of two-state dimers is different. First t
interface is built, which is the time limiting step, and then t
rest of the protein folds around the interface. This is agai
nucleation event, which causes a sudden transition from
unfolded state to the dimeric native conformation, but
volves a larger number of residues than in the case of th
state dimers. This mechanism is compatible with the find
that two-state dimers, such as arc repressor@31#, display
small w values~which is defined as the relative change
free energy between the native conformation and the tra
tion state ensemble upon mutation@32#!. In fact, since the
transition states are determined by the association of
dimers and the residues at the interface share evenly
stabilization energy, the free energy difference between
tive and transition states is also distributed among a la
number of residues. In other words, none of the interfa
residues has a leading role in the formation of the interfa

Sequences for which the strong evolutionary pressure
the interface is not balanced by a strong pressure on the
displays specific aggregation. The term specific means t
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although unstructured, the aggregate display some recu
interactions, typically between residues belonging to the
terface. For example, in the case of sequenceS5 listed above,
that between residue 3 of one monomer and 6 of the o
monomer. In the design of this sequence, the low value ot t
~strong evolutionary pressure! selects for the interface a sub
set of the 20 kinds of amino acids with quite low avera
contact energy~their average value beingB̄8520.12, as
compared to a zero value for the MJ contact energies, w
standard deviationsB850.32, to be compared withs50.3
for the MJ contact energies@33#!. A concentration of such
strongly interacting residues makes it easy the assembl
the interface in a number of ways which are different fro
that of the native conformation, in a similar way as if
monomeric protein was composed only of strongly intera
ing residues, it would display a myriad of low energy co
formations competing with the native one. To be more p
cise, the native interface (Et525.11) has to compete with
other conformations that the first twelve residues of e
chain can assume, conformations that have energies o
order of 12B̄8212sB8 (2 lng)1/2526.2 ~again evaluated in
the approximation of the random energy model@28#!, thus
energetically more favorable than the native interface. C
versely, the bulk is not so well optimized (E1;215) as to
reestablish the energetic balance in favor of the native s
The outcome is a globule containing the first, strongly int
acting, 12 residues of each chain, surrounded by a disord
cloud made of other monomers.

This kind of aggregation is different from the aggregati
of poorly designed sequences. In this case, the energy o
native state is quite high and more homogeneously dist
uted among the contacts, and the resulting equilibrium c
formation is an ill defined clump stabilized by random inte
actions.

One could speculate on the fact that this ‘‘ordered’’ agg
gation could be connected with the formation of fibrils. Fro
this point of view, the destabilization of the bulk of a two
state dimer by point mutations will, as a rule, shift its loc
tion in the phase space shown in Fig. 2 from its position
the curve corresponding toEc50, into the area associate
with ordered aggregation~cf. also Ref.@34#!. On the other
hand, to change a three-state dimer into a dimer that ag
gates in an ordered way, one should mutate the inter
contacts in such a way to stabilize them—a scenario tha
much less likely than the previous one.

All the results described above have been found keep
fixed the size (L57) of the cell that contains the system. Th
dependence of the behavior of the system on this size,
reflects the concentration of monomers, is described in
Appendix.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that, due to their different topologi
the bulk and the interface contacts contribute differently
the folding mechanism of dimers. That is, the bulk display
rich network of contacts, while pairs of residues belonging
different monomers interact independently of each oth
05190
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This difference manifests itself in the different conservati
patterns expected in the case of two-state and three-
dimers—conservation patterns that are the main point
contact between model predictions and real proteins.

APPENDIX

The folding behavior dependes not only on the energe
of the sequence, but also on the monomer concentrationr, a
quantity that is reflected, within the present model, by
linear dimensionL of the Wigner cell where the calculation
are carried out through the expressionr52/L3.

For L,6 the chains experience excluded volume vio
tions. We found that even atL56 the chains get entangled a
any temperature, never finding the native conformation. T
is due both to dynamical reasons, because of the lack
space available to the movements, and thermodynam
ones, since each lateral site of the native conformation in
acts with those of a~virtual! neighboring dimer, interaction
which was not optimized in the design process and, con
quently, raises the total energy of the system aboveEc .

For largeL, the dimeric native state becomes unfavora
with respect to states in which the chains are separated,
to the contribution of translational entropy. In the case
sequenceS2-state, the dimeric native state ‘‘N2’’ has to com-
pete with the state in which the two chains are disjoint a
folded in their monomeric conformation (2N1). The free en-
ergy FN of the dimeric native state is equal to its intern
energy EN5236.8 ~the state is unique, so its entropy
zero!. The free energy of the state 2N1 is 2E12TStrans . The
translational entropyStrans is the logarithm of the number o
different conformations in which the Wigner cell of sizeL
can accommodate the two native conformations in suc
way that they do not interact, that is,Strans5 ln†634@(L
11)32(c11)3#‡, where the numeric factors take into a
count the different orientation of the monomers once th
center of mass is fixed, the square parenthesis indicate
number of possible positions of the center of mass, in
approximation that the native monomer is a cube of lengtc
~in the present casec is, in average, 3.3!. The critical sizeLc
of the Wigner cell, which separates the regimes of dom
nance of the stateN2 rather than 2N1 ~which corresponds to
the critical concentrationrc52/Lc

3) is obtained equating the
associated free energies, which gives

Lc5F ~c11!31
1

24
expS 2

Et

T D G1/3

21. ~A1!

In the case of three-state dimers such asS3 , which haveEt
in the range23/24, one obtains from Eq.~A1! Lc ranging
from 12 to 30 atT50.28, at which the folding is fastest an
which regard as ‘‘room’’ temperature~cf. Ref. @6#!. At values
of L larger thanLc each monomer, which in the native sta
has an energyE1!Ec(N536)5214, is stable@typically
Ec(N536)2E1 is of the order of 10T].

For two-state dimers the critical size ofLc , calculated
with Eq. ~A1!, is of the order of 150, much larger than th
critical size of three-state dimers. Moreover, even if o
9-8
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ROLE OF BULK AND OF INTERFACE CONTACTS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 051909 ~2003!
chooses a low concentration~largeL) such that the dimeric
native state becomes unstable, each monomeric native
(N1 state! has an energy larger than the case of sequence
kind S2-state, i.e. of the order of fewT, so that it is quite
unstable, having to compete with the sea of monomeric
folded conformations.

In the calculations of the phase diagram of Fig. 2,
have chosenL57, a choice that assures stability of all s
quences selected and, as discussed above, allows the m
ment of the chains. Even then, with this choice, the sys
experiences some difficulties in reaching the native con
mation, due to the narrowness of the space available.
example, sequenceS2-state can find its correct dimeric native
state in 16 times out of 20. In fact, in four cases it finds
conformation with energyE5235.92, corresponding to
situation in which one of the two chains~let us call themA
andB) is folded~say, chainA), the monomers of chainB at
the interface being in their native position, while chainB is
in a ~well defined! conformation that has only 40% similarit
ss
o

ter
n

a

on
io

-
t-
d
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with its native structure~similarity parameterq50.4). The
reason for this result is to be found in the fact that chainB
builds some contacts with the ‘‘back’’ of chainA, taking
advantage of the periodic boundary conditions. These c
tacts are mostly between residues of chainB and partners
that are of the right kind but belong to the wrong cha
~contacts 17A–32B, 23A–18B, 24A–17B, 25A–36B, 26A–
35B, 35A–26B!, while two of them are between monome
that cannot be in contact if they belong to the same ch
(31A–32B, 32A–33B).

Such conformation corresponds to a metastable state
even on slowing down the folding process, does not interf
seriously with the thermodynamics of this two-chain mod
The situation is different if one considers a more realis
system built of a number of proteins comparable to
Avogadro number. In this case, the system can build a ch
of dimers that gain an additional energy through this ba
binding. This could give rise to regular structures resembl
amyloid fibrils.
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